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Abstract
‘Yelp’is used to collect the initial candidate web site list for every context. Then we use a spider to fetch contents of each candidate site. We
also classify the candidates and examples into 6 classes and calculate preference of each profile to each class. The classes and preference
are used for the ranking of the results. Finally we use several methods to filter and generate descriptions for every web site that is returned
in the results.
1 Data Preparation
As there’s no data set provided, we need a straightforward method to limit the candidate websites for
this task. Geographical position is what we used to filter out the millions possible places. Yelp and
Google Maps are both tried and we decide to use Yelp. We use Yelp API to query a place S and get a
list of places that are nearest to S. There’s a limitation of number of results returned by one yelp query,
so we plot many places around S to get enough results from one single place. The keys returned by
yelp API are as follows: latitude and longitude, name, category description, snippet text, homepage
URL, reviews and business information of a place. The homepage URL is used by our spider to get the
web pages on each place’s homepage.7265 websites are downloaded as our dataset.
2 Classification
In order to distinguish profiles from each other and keep diversity of the final results, a classification is
needed.We separate the places into 6 classes represented by ABCDEF. The examples are classified
manually. The places returned by Yelp API are classified according to their category description. A
simple selected dictionary works well enough for this part, which saves our time on labeling training
data. The classified examples are used to calculate the preference of each profile to each class.
3 Description
We put much emphasis on this part as we consider that the description is most important part for a
person to judge whether this is an appropriate suggestion except the class of the place.The following 4
steps are used to filter and generate description for each place/website:
1. Description in html meta data(Identify);
2. Business information from Yelp API;
3. Dynamic generation using Background Model(Generation);
4. Snippet text from Yelp API.
These 4 steps are ordered by their qualifications of texts, not the difficulty of their implementations.
3.1 Identification
It is obvious that the first one html meta data description is good enough if the editor of the html is
experienced and write it seriously. The problem is how can we distinguish the good written

descriptions from the bad ones. Here is what we do:
1. Extract meta data description part from html using regular expression.
2. Use GENIA Tagger to carry out a POS tagging on the description.
3. Classify the description into ‘Good’ and ‘Bad’ by SVM classifier. Features we used include if
there exists a verb, the length and the value of number of words divided by number of punctuations.
We identified 2283 good descriptions among 7265 websites. We randomly evaluated 100 from the
2283 description and believe that they are written by good editors.
3.2 Generation
Step 3 is a dynamic generation based on Background Model proposed by Charles Clarke and William
Song.For each suggested places, we are going to generate a short description within 512 characters. We
suppose three collections CR and CBG. CR is the collection of the reviews of a suggestion place. CBG is
the background of the suggested item’s class, In general, also including C R .C is the combination of CR
and CBG. The basic idea is to finding the sentences that are closest to the user interest and most
different with the characteristics of the big class as description.
The detail process is as follows:
i. Define sentence s€C , define term€s
ii. For collections CR and CBG count the number of term in C, using frequency representing the
probability Prob(term).
iii. For each term in CR, calculate the KL distance of term and CR. For each term in CBG, calculate
the KL distance of term and CBG. Score(term)= KL(term||CR)-∂KL(term||CBG) , ∂ is the
experience value.
iv. For each s€CR calculate the score of s, score(s) = ∑ 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚) s€CR，term€s
v. Sort the sentences and generate the description by scores.
4 Ranking
We only consider geographical information in RUN1 and take it as a baseline, while fitness, preference,
diversity and some other filters are all evaluated to give a refined ranking result in RUN2. The
description part are the same in RUN1 and RUN2.
The score of each place is calculated as follows:
Score = F(itness) + P(reference) + D(iversity)

(1)

F = 0.1*Time + 0.32*distance
+ 0.12*reviews + 0.1*(IF Exist Homepage)

(2)

P = 0.27*(Preference for Each Class in examples)

(3)

D = 0.09*(Entropy of the category discriptions)

(4)

We normalize each factor and the parameters are selected using feedback method.
5 Result
We submitted two runs: ICTCONTEXTRUN1 and ICTCONTEXTRUN2. The results are as follows.

The ICTCONTEXTRUN1 is under both baselineA and baselineB in both tables. We take
ICTCONTEXTRUN1 as our baseline that contains all the raw results we fetched.
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